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ABSTR,,\C'T

\./e have reviewed the current theory on the dark conductivity and

photoconductivity of a-Si:H thin films, including the processes of

hopping, absorption, thermalization, quantum efficj-ency and electron

recombination. We have also reviewed the recent Iiterature dealing with

the affect of temperature, light intensity, photon energy and electric

field on the photoconductivity.

In the analysis of our observations, as reported in chapters three

and four, we have found the following results. The films r+hich are

fabricated in conditions below electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) tend to

be microcrystalline, whereas the films deposited in conditions above ECR

will be amorphous. The films gro\{n at ECR consÍst of two sizes of

microcrystallites in an amorphous matrix. The dark conductivity and

photoconductivity values are equal Lo the best quality RF films. For the

amorphous (a-Si:H) films, Lhe effects of temperature, light íntensity and

photon energy on the photoconduclivity reveal the following

characteristics of the localized gap states. As the equilibrium Fermi

level decreases in the gap due to changing deposition conditions, the

slope of the Urbach edge decreases and the structure at 1.3eV becomes

sharper, eventually beconing a peak at tro=O"96eV belo* E". These changes

can be correlated to hydrogen incorporation. Above mÍdgap, there is a

maximum in the gap state density at 0.46eV below E and a minimum at

0.28ev below E "c
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New interpretations of both the light intensity dependence and the

temperature dependence of the photoconductivlty have been cleveloped. l{e

have reproduced an earlier equation due to Rose (1963), for several

conditions, and therefore have shorr'n that Lhe equation has a broacier use

than previously supposed. As we1l, we have shown that the 1ow temperature

PC maximum is not necessarily caused by a change in the recombination

1eve1s.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

A rnateri-al which has a disordered structure can be described as

viLreous, glassy, or alnorphous. The word ttamorphoustt will be used to

specify a disordered material which does noL exhibit a definable

Lhermodynamic phase (LeComber and Mort, 197I). Silicon does exist in four

phases, however; these being the crystalline, polycrystalline,

microcrystalline and amorphous phases. Structurally, the crystalline

phase is defined as exhibiting long-range periodic atomic order, whereas

the amorphous sLrucLure is defined as lacking this long-range order. In

between these two extremes 1ie the other two phases. PolycrysLalline

silicon is composed of many large crystallites which are in random

orienLations, yet are in contacL with each other. Microcrystalline

silicon is composed of many srnaller crysLallites, each one either

surrounded by anorphous silicon or in contacL with other crystallites" An

approxinate crysLallite size Lhreshold is.-3OOÀ, below which the phase

would be microcrystallíne. CrysLalline silicon (c-Si) is the besL

understood of the four phases and is the material commonly used for

integrated circuits and other electroni-c devices.

The scientific study of a-Si began around 1965 and gained inLeresL

through the 1970rs. One important problem which existed was the inability

to dope the arnorphous films. Because of the large concentration of gap

states, caused by unfulfilled, or dangling, bonds, the Fermi leve1 was

pinned at a specific energy in the gap. In 1975, Spear et al (1975) were

the first to incorporate n or p Lype dopanLs into a-si:H by glow discharge

in a gas mixture, such as PH3 (phosphine) or BrHU (Diborane). The
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incorporation of hydrogen inLo silicon to form hydrogenated amorphous

silicon (a-Si:H) was originally fabricated by Chittick et al (1969)'

Since thaL time a large research effort has been directed toward Lhe study

of the properties of both undoped and doped a-Si:H. This research effort

has 1ed to several device applications, including solar cel1s and

xerographic films (Hamakawa, 1985;Oda et al, 1981), and Lo a new

direction of research, such as quantum well and multilayer structures

(Ogina et a1, 1985).

Microcrystalline Silicon (¡c-Sl¡ l¡as also discovered before 1970

(Veprek and Maracek, 1968) but did not gain immediate interest. Today'

possible applications include its use in rnultilayer structures, a coating

for solar cel1s (Hamakawa, L9B2) and as a connection maLerial for Very

Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) devices.

Despite almosL Lwo decades of sLudy, very 1íttle can be concluded

about Lhe electronic properties of Lhese materials. Even the basic theory

of conduction is still in dispute. However iL is necessary to make some

assumptions about the material properties preceedi-ng the study. Firstly'

it is assumed that there are band tails in the energy gap of a-Si:H,

arising from the disordered strucLure. Band-tails are essentially

extensions of Lhe conduction and valence bands into the energy gap'

however Lhey do not exhibit extended-state conduction. Instead they

conduct by a hopping process which greatly reduces the mobility of these

sLates. Several structural models have been proposed for a-Si:H, as can

be seen in Figure 1.1. They all include band-tail sLates, and thus there

is some concensus on their existence.
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Secondly, it is necessary Lo assume some Lypical range for the

electron and hole mobilities in a-Si:H. A range of -1-1Oc*2/V.t"t' for yn

-4-3?and 10 "-10 -cm'fy.t"." for ¡o has been generally assumed (Mott and Davi-s,

7g7g). Comparing this electron mobility with that of c-Si, which is on

the order of 10OOcm2/Y.ru.., \,¡e can see Lhat the disordered structure

again markedly affects Lhe fundamental electronic properties.

Thirdly, v/e expect thaL there will be no change in the value of the

effective density of states (DOS) aL Lhe conduction band edge or aL the

valence band edge as \,/e compare the films wiLh each other. Because of

this assumption, âDY change in properties must be related to changes in

the distribution and density of localized states in the gap" 0f course,

many other assumpLions will be made in this thesis, buL they wÍI1 not be

as basic as the aforementioned three.

Despite the structural disorder of a-Si:H films the gaP stales still

exhibit the same processes that they would in c-Si. There are eight basic

processes of relaxation and exciLation Lhat describe the influence that

the gap sLates have on Lhe electronic properties of materials, six of

which are shown in Figure 1"2. The oLher Lwo processes are not included

because they infer a process of phot.oluminescence, which we have not

observed. If the elecEron absorbs a photon, phonon or a number of phonons

iL witl rise to a higher energy level, as shown in transiti-ons 1, 3 and 5'

If the electron emits a photon, phonon or a number of phonons iL will fa11

to a lower energy leve1, as shown in transitions 2, 4 and 6" These sir

transitions are the focus of much of this thesis.
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In the following four chapters we sha11 present our analysis of our

observations. In chapter two we review Lhe theories of both the dark

conductivity and Ëhe photoconductivity processes which have been put

forward to explain Lhe electronic behaviour of a-Si:H films. In chapter

three v¡e discuss the transition from the amorphous to microcrystalline

phase which has been achieved by changing Lhe magnetic field ín our

microwave plasma system. In chapter four we present our experimenLal

results on the photoconductiviLy of a-Si:H films' and our new model

describing the relati-onship between the photoconductivity and the light

intensity. The conclusions of our study are given in chapter five.

Details of the experimental methods and equipment are given in the

Appendíx.
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F IGUR E l.l (a) (b) (c') (tl)

Various forms proposed for the density of states in amorphous semiconductors.
Localized states are shown shaded. (a) Overlapping conduction and valence band tails as

proposed by Cohen et al. (1969), the CFO model; (b) a real gap in the density of states,
suggested here as being appropriate for a continuous random network without defects; (c) the
same as (b) but with a partially compensated band of defect levels; (d) the same as (b) but
with overlapping bands of donor (Ey) and acceptor (E¡) levels arising from the same defect.
(-fhe model for chalcogenides, which involves two-electron energy levels, is not shown

in this diagram.) (ÍMOtt and DaviS, lgTg )
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F IGUR E 1.2. Six Basic E lectron Transitions.

l- ûptical excitation to a higher energy level.

2- Optical excitation from a lower energy level.

3- Thermal excitation tti a higher energy level.

4- Electrtin capture.

5- T'hermal excitation from a lower energy level.

6- F{ole capture

(, -electron;o -hole)

erectro{"{' T-i- lno'.un.'*'l 
i,J, + + 

T, T,fnersrI -LT
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CHAPTER 2: NECTRONIC CONDUCTION TN A-

In this chapter vJe summarize much of Lhe recent literature on steady

state electric conductivity and review the current explanations for dark

conductivíLy and photoconductiviLy phenomena. In section 2.1, on dark

conductivity, r+e present Lhe principles of extended-state and hopping

conduction and discuss Lhe typical behaviour of the dark conductivity as a

function of temperature. In Section 2.2 we discuss photoconductivity and

four ímportant processes in a-Si:H films, namely; (1) absorption; (2)

thermalization; (3) quanLum efficiency; and (4) recombination' Following

this we sha11 discuss the effects of temperature, light intensíty, phoLon

energy, and electríc field on the photoconducLivity'
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2.1 Dark Condition

The dark current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of a-Si:H films are

mainly associated with two different conduction mechanisms; namely the

extended.-state conductíon and hopping conduction. Extended-state

conduction occurs for electrons above the conduction band edge or holes

below the valence band edge in a manner analogous to that in crystalline

materials. Hopping conduction may occur in the band tails in the

intermedíaLe temperaLure range (270-230K) but it is, in general, only

¿ominanL at low Lemperatures when it occurs at the Fermi 1eve1. These two

conduction mechanisms will be discussed in the next secLion, afLer which

Lypical results and inLerpretations of dark conductivity in a-Si:H films

will be briefly revier+ed.

2.7.7. Extended State Conduction

As in crystalline materials, each electron can be described in terms

of a wave function rvhich is a solution to the Schrodinger equation. The

wave functions in disordered materials, however, are not the same as those

in crystalline materj-als (Mott and Davis, 1979) and they have not been

solved to date. An important difference between crystalline and amorphous

silicon is the possibility of a minirnum metallic conductivity in the

amorphous maLerial arising from its disordered structure" The minimum

meLallic conductiviLy causes a finite conducLivity to exist even at

absolute zero. The theory of the minimum metallic conductivity and the

correct expression Lo describe it are beyond the scope of this thesis.
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2.I"2 Hoppine ConducLion

l{hen the Fermi energy lies in or below localized states Lhere is the

possibility that the conduction process can be described by hopping, in

which an elecLron tunnels among states that lie hrithin a few kT of each

other. l{e discuss Lwo types of hopping, specifically nearest neighbour

and variable range hopping.

For nearest neighbor hopping, r+hich occurs for strong localizaLion,

the number of electrons jumping a distance R. in Lhe direction of an

applied field consists of: (a) ttre number of electrons per uniL volume

within a range kT of the Fermi 1eve1, namely 2n(Er)kT; and (b) the

difference of the hopping probabilities in the two directions, which is

|/\v exp ; -2' -,R.-l{+qR,E \ph ^, l 
-jJ-r" -kT .)

(2 .r)

The current is nor^¿ found by mulLiplying bywhere

q and

E

Rj

is the applied fie1d.

, and is thus

'-'-R.kTN(E-)v,expJ - L9 
J -r Pn

For weak fields, such that qR¡E(

simply as

r = )a2*.2uu.N(E-)exp" -n -..i ".ph- ._F, _--,

may be expressed more

(2 .3)

variable range hopping, r+hich

that the thermal energY of

r^' l
kr _l

cuI

.l-t.ot-'

(kT,

[-zx^.- I^rl.

L r trí

R.-
l

the

Sinh i qR.E
i.l
[-tt-

( ) )\

rent

Another aspect of this conduction is ca11ed

occurs aL 1o\,J temperaLures for the condition



hopping can onlY be satisfied when

furLher than a nearest neighbour '
ilL

(-BIT ''-), or, in tr+o dimensions'
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the electron hoPs some distance,

The conduction dePends on T as exP

as exp (-B/TI I 3) , in which B is given by

r/4

where i is trre decaY rate of

density of localized states

can be written as

1-2
î = q-N(EF)Rlexp

where n, :-s the mean value
J

hopping the conduction for

For dark conduction Lhe

components, which are: (t) a

edge,

f= exp

(b) a component due to

the localized wave

at the Fermi 1eve1.

of the jumPing distance. For

noderate fields becomes (Mott

(2.4)

functions and N(E, )ís ttre

Thus, Lhe conductivitY

(2. s)

this type of

and Davis , 1979).

3
B = 1.66 I A

i_Kñ(E?

{ -rzrtrii

2-2,'ì/.rì
a,-= q'N(e-)R.exp i-sl.i/4|exo qElJn.i (2'6)'F', j (_. r' \ r I'/ \, 

_1._t _ 
i

wherefi" u consLant, vrhich is about 0'17, and R, is the low field hopping

distance. Later, we sha11 discuss hor+ Lhese two mechanisns interact to

yield a dark conductivity-temperature characLerisLic'

6, llru. - ur)l
Lr.rJ

electrons in

{-ruo- ur4
L -i.r---j

conductiviLy is expected to consisL of three

component due Lo electrons at Lhe nobility

(2.7)

f : Q¡:N.e*P

t.he conduction band tail 
'

(2.8)
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r,¡here N_ is the ef f ective densit.y of states ín the conduction band ' E -qc-¡A

is Lhe widLh of the conduction band tails, anrl ¡ is the hopping mobility.

- Two of these terms are expressed below.

r =lÎT rurrl rìF,. =J o N (E) dE (2.9)

ts = v-ud "*p J-r^¡> (2.r0). prr kT lkr_j
Finally, (c) a component clue to conduction at the Fermi leve1, which has

already been given by Equation (2.5)"

2.1.3 General Observations

Generally, the conductivity as a funcLion of temperature consists of

t.he aforementioned three components, and can be expressed as

< =Ê , - \ -- i I -- r
,_ d .rrexp,-u, /+ 1^exp i IZ¡ + ,ijexp 

,, -Bl, Il4 (2.t1)
*rJ ¡l.r-l '.-

where I = qÈ"N" exp (Y /Ð, 7-r. is the mobilíty in the extended states, Nc
t-

is Lheir effective density, and l'i" tft" energy gap temperature

coefficient. Equation (2"11) adequately describes the LenPeraLure

dependence of the conduct.ivity. In general, Lhe middle term is negligibly

sma11. At high temperatures the first term is dominanL, and so the

activation energy is Er=E"-Uuo , which deLermines Lhe approximate position

of the Fermi 1eve1. Furthermore, from f, *" can deLermine the relative

change in.Än and I for different filns. At low temperaLures the third

Lerrn becomes dominant. Then, from B, we can calculate the density of

states at Lhe Fermi 1eve1 with an assumed value for À .



A typical plot of

Figure 2.1. The drifL
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,Þr, and foas a function

mobility is expressed as

of temperat.ure is shown

(Mott and Davis, 1979)

1n

,ltd= Fo exP (2 "r2)

where Eu is O.19eV for T > 24O'K and 0.09eV for T < 240'K.

The kink in Lhe drift mobility plot is a resulL of the change from

extended sLate conduction to band tail hopping. The extended stabe

activation energy arises from trappíng in the shallow localized states

below E", whereas the band tail hopping activation energy is due to the

mechanics of the hopping process (MotL and Davis, 1979). The conductivity

curve does not show a kink at this temperaLure, indicating Lhat the

temperature dependence of Lhe mobility ís not the domínant mechanism

causing the temperaLure dependence of the conductivity" Instead, the

conductivity temperaLure dependence is dominated by the Fermi level

position for temperatures above 220 k, i-ndicating that Lhe carrier

concenLration dominaLes the high temperature conductivity behaviour.

fn conclusion, mosL of the conductivity mechanisms are stil1 under

discussion. InterpretaLions of many of the parameters are at odds with

the experimental evidence" A typical example of this disagreement occurs

for Lhe conducLivity prefactor 6 . The value of 6t is expected to remain

well*bounded in theory, between 2OO and 400 S/cm (MoLL and Davis , 1979),

however it shows large changes in iÈs value from sample Lo sample. Ïf the

theory is correcL, Lhis change inplies that the mobility, effective
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density of states in Lhe conduction band, or Lhe band gap temperature

coefficient changes from sample to sample by large aaounts. One attempt

to explain Lhe variations in f, suggests thaL by allowing the mobility

edge to fluctuate in space due to the presence of long-range disorder, and

by viewing the film as a network of ce1ls connected j-n one of several

possible ways, Lhe spread of the prefacLor over four orders of magnitude

can be well accounted for (0verhof and Beyer, 1981). More study is needed

Lo successfully interpret Lhe dark conductivity results.

2,2 Photoconduction

PhotoconductiviLy (PC) is defined as Lhe excess conducLivity

produced by optíca1 excitation. There are in general two mechanisrns by

which this excess conductivity may take place (Bube' 1960). First, the

optical excitation may increase the density of conducting carriers by

excíting electrons and holes inLo conducting sLaLes. This is the dominant

process in a-si:H, as it is in most materials. secondly, the optical

excitation nay cause a reduction in the potential barriers for conduction

in the film, either due to minority or majority carrier space charge.

This possibiliLy is usually not discussed, therefore \{e do not discuss it

eiLher.

To discuss the phoLoconductivity (PC) of a-Si:H films rve shal1

consider Lhe following topics as forming a basis for fuLure discussions.

These topics are absorptíon, thermalization, quantum efficiency and
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elecLron lifetime" Upon this basis we sha11 then discuss the effects of

temperature, phoLon energy, light inLensity and electric field, and

analyze typical behavj-our for a-Si:H fi1ms.

Consídering that the photocurrenL is mai-nly due to t.he flow of

elecLrons (wiLh the contribution of holes neglecLed), the photocurrent is

given by (Mott and Davis, 1979), -
t/' \_

Jo6= Çts,rEct (1-R) ,j1-exp-(+¿dl.C"n (2'13)
i d i _ron

where q is Lhe electron'-charge (1.6 x 10-t'7e1.¡,,rn is Lhe elecLron

')
mobility (cn'/V.sec), E is the applied field (V/cm), c>'is the absorption

coefficient (cm-t), d is the sarnple t.hickness (c*), r¡ is the quantum

efficiency and-[ is the free elecLron lifetime (sec).
n

2. 2. 1 Absorption

For the photon energy range used for this invesLigation

(Ee/Z3,nuçZtg¡ , the absorpLion occurs when an elecLron j-s excited f rom its

initial state, either in the valence band or in a localized gap state' to

its final sLate, either in the conduction band or in a 1-ocal-ized gap

state. For t.his range of photon energies Lhree separate regimes can be

defined. The first regime exists for 0.6(hv(1.4eV. Since a-Si:H has, in

general, Eg=1.7ev, rve immediately recognize that the transitions musL

include the locali,zed gap sLates. There are Lhree possible trarrsitions

namely: (i) the valence band Uo a Localized gap staLe, (2) a localízed

gap sLate belor,¡ the midgap Lo a sLate above midgap, and 3f a
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gap sLate to the conduction band. The absorption spectrum will provide

some information on the distribution of localized states in the gap'

because the optical transition matrix is proportional to the density of

t.he initial and final staLes. several investigators have calculated the

gap state distribution based on the absorption specLra (Abeles et a1,

1980; Cody et a1, 19BO; Loveland et a1, 1973; Moddel et al, 1980;

MousLakas 19BO; Pankove et a1, 1980). The second regime of absorption

occurs in the range 1.4eVlhv!2.4eV. This regime is characLerized by a

steady increase in the absorption coefficient from a relatively 1ow value

(10/cm) units at hv=l.4eV to a high value (fO5/cm). This regime is called

the Urbach edge and Lhe relation of iX Lo hv is expressed as

cx (hv)hv -çnu-E )rl 
2 (2,I4)

o

where E- is a fitting parameter, which is generally referred Eo as the
o

opLical gap. Generally the characteristic energy of this line has a value

between O.05eV and O.09eV for a-Si:H (Abeles et al, 1980; Cody eL a1,

1980; Crandal1, 1980; Mott and Davis, 1979). The presence of Lhis region

in Lhe absorption specLra is generally consídered as indicative of

internal field broadening of the band edge excitonic absorption (LeComber

and Mort, 7g7I). The third regime occurs in Lhe range of 2'4eV(hv(3'0eV'

In this range the absorpLion coefficient is essentially constant'

Theoretically, Lhe constant absorption is a consequence of the very short

mean free path for electrons in a-Si:H (kl-l). This causes a relaxation

of the k- selection process for optical absorption (Mott and Davis , I979),

which means that more optical Lransitions are allowed in the amorphous

sLaLe than in the crystalline state. All three regions of the absorption

spectra are shown in Figure 2.2.
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Optical absorplion edges in amorphous silicon prepared bv different methods: (a)glow-discharge films dcpositctl from 500 to 600 K; (b) 
'glow-dis.ttã.le 

films deposited aí'-300 K; (c) and (f) spufte red firms; (d) and (e) evaporar;d-films; (g) anneared sputiered firm;(h) 'extrapolated'edge (Brodsky, Kaplan, and-Ziegìer rçzz, see'S'i.¡1. iÈto- Loveland ¿¡¿L
r913 /71-l

b

FIGURE 2.2 The absorption spectra of a-Si f ilms:.

a- a cùmparison of the amorphous and crystalìine phases;

b- detailecl values at low photon encrgies. ( Ivlott and Ðavis,

ã l¡F

,9 ro,

?

ã ¡it¡':
L

-= ì{}Ì

I (ls

1(}1

l0r
a

-{nrorphc'tn Si

1979).
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Figure 2.3 illustrates that the absorption process can be visualized

as occurring in the Coulomb well of the photoexcited hole. The electron

and hole will exert a Coulomb force on each other and Lhe electron will

rnove by diffusion in this wel1. The hole is immobile in relation to the

electron (Carasco and Spear, 1983).

2.2.2 Thermalization

Immediately after photoexcitation the electron will be at an energy

leve1¿E in relation to the conduction band edge, where

aE

¿E

hv

E
o

= E for hv)E
o0bë

- E. - hv for hv(E1g

(2.1s)

where E, signifies Lhe energy 1eve1 of the initial staLe in the

transition. After the transition Lhe electron will exchange energy with

the lattice, thereby proceeding to a new energy 1eve1 where it moves in

thermal equilibrium with Lhe lattice. This movement of the electron to an

equilibriun energy 1evel is diffusive in nature, and is called

thermalization (Carasco and Spear' 1983).

Two parameLers which characterize this thermalization process are

the thermalization distance, which is the final separation of Lhe electron

and hole, and the thermalization Lime, LT. By assuming that the electron

loses one phonon quantum, h*ph, per uniL tirne, 1/", 
und thaL the hole is

immobile, the elecLron will thermalize by diffusion Lo a thermalization
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- =(^8,+ r^-9' .\ rl2r^ = j a r- -'- \È. -ñ--¿ 1" ! ( o )to ./ ("'o " )¡I --T,'È- \\ ph _.j
r.¡here D is the diffusion coefficient and

disLance, fo, given by (MotL and Davis,

- :i^o, -,- /^--9'__-r) ttz

Alternatively, the relative value of r^

Davis, 1974)

1979)

(2 . 16)

E is the pernittivitY of a-Si:H.

can be found from (Knights anrl

(2. r7 )
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r/2t- - 2c{.rhtu, - E - qo \ pn- t 4i1 Er¡u"-O

These equations simply imply that the thermalization distance is

dependent on temperature Lhrough h"-. and D, and on photon energy Lhrough
ph

^ 
E. To daLe there j-s no one LheoreLical expression which can accurately

relate a specific photon energy to a specific thermalization distance.

The thermalízaLion rate has been reporLed to be*O.leV/psec (Vardeny

and Tauc, 1980), and so the therrnalization time will be on the order of a

picosecond. These investigaLors have a1-so reported that the

thermalization time and distance are rather weakly dependent on photon

energy in the range 1.85eV(hv(2.3eV. The thermalization process is

generally ignored for steady-sLate PC studies, but may have importanL

implicaLions for the low temperature photoconductivity (Hoheisel eL a1,

1983; Misra et a1, 1983).
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2.2.3 QuanLum Efficiencv

In a-Si:H fi1ms, Lhe absorption of a photon will not necessarily

lead to two free carriers, even \.riLh hv>Eg" After thermalization both Lhe

electron and hole may experience geminate recombinaLion, in which the same

elecLron and hole Lhat were photoexcited recombine at about Lhe same time.

The probabitity of geminate recombination is directly related to the

potentÍal energy of the hole I s coulomb well and Lhe thermalization

distance, as shown in Figure 2.3. The spaLial exLent of t.he coulomb field

of the ho1e, t" , can be estimated by equating the coulomb pot,ential to

the average thermal energy, which yields

A more analyLical appr

Lhe quanLum efficiency (Q.E"

analytical expression is gív

r¡(E,T, ro) = %.*n

(2.18)

Onsager (1983), who has derived

of applied fie1d. His

a1, 1980)

)r (rl
' ¿n-eKÐ

For a-Si:H fi1ms, for which Lhe dielectric constant is 12 Eo, r":5OA at

room temperature. There are three possibilities: (i)' if ro)4r", the

excited elecLron and hole ivi11 be consj-dered to be free, leading to a

quantum efficiency (Q.E.) of 1; (ii), if ro(r"r but there is a preference

for ionizaLion, Lhe value of Q.E. can sti1l be unity; (iii) if ro(r", and

there is a preference for recombinaLion, the Q.E. will drop from unity and

hence the photocurrent will decrease.

oach is due

) as a func

en by (Adle

l-'ì f *I "!{('.J I

to

tion

ret

l
I

-L (-q-
2KT

) (r"E) + (2. Le)
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No is Lhe quanLum efficienty of t.he initial process. This equation

expressed more generally as (Carasco and Spear' 1983)"

q(E,T,% ) = lo0 (E,T,ro) Q.2o)

l{hereJ/ (E,T,ro) is an expression for Lhe probability for the electrons to

escape the altraction of a Coulomb we1l" It can be seen that for % ( r"

the Q.E. is reduced considerably, u:d iL becomes increased only when the

applied field reaches or becomes hÍgher t.han Lhe critical field value

E=kT/qrc . The Lheoretical relationship between Q.E. and applÍed field is

illustraLed in Figure 2.4.

From the previous discussion r{¡e can conclude that there are t.hree

necessary characteristics when geminate recombination becomes i-mportant

(Ad1er et al, 1980): (i) a rapidly increasing photo conducLive yield

saturaLing at q=l as the photon energy of the light increases; (2) a

decreasing acLivation energy for the phoLoconductivity as the phoLon

energy increases, based on the expression for the activation energy

E = q/(4.(Ero) (2"2I)

and, (3) an increase in yield at applied fields j-n excess o¡ 164V/cm at

room temperature, o. 103V/cm at a temperature of 100'K.

For transitions into localized slates we need to accounL for several

additional complications (Carasco and Spear, 1983). First, t,he diffusive

separation achieved during thermalization rvil1 be appreciably smaller for

an elecLron in the tail states as compared to that in Lhe conduction band.

At room temperaLure the hopping mobility in the tail staLes is'-- 50 to 100
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FIGURE 2.4 The Onsager function n/Ts plotted against

the apptied electric field(E) for the indicated values of the

thermalization distance, ro(Â ). The calculations are for a-Si at

room temperature. (Carasco and Spear,tr9B3).

40&

E IkvlGml
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tirnes smaller than the extended state rnobility. Secondly, the electron

distríbution during Lhermali-za:_íon, shown in Figure 2.3(b), is nol

produced well within the coulomb well" If we assume that all the

electrons which are thermalized into the localized states experience

geminate recornbination, the expression for Q.E. refers only to those

elecLrons in the extended states. Therefore the Q.E. for transitions into

the bandtails is (Carasco and Spear, 1983)

r¡o<g(E.) "*v f-(u" E")ì O (E,r,ro)

Xal I -t -¡

(2 .22)

where E is the energy of the gap state involved in the optical transition
2

and g(E, ) refers to Lhe density of staLes at that level. Based on this
2

equation we should observe a rapid decrease in PC for transitions ínto the

localized states as compared to t,he conduction band (Moddel et a1, 1980;

Cranda11, 1980). The expected photon energy dependence of the Q.E. is

rarely observed and provides a further complication to the interpretation

of the PC (Cranda11, 1984).

2.2"4 Lifetime

The final variable in the basic equation for phot.oconductiviLy is

the free electron lifeLime, which is defined as the time the elecLron

spends in Lhe conducting state before it recombines wiLh a ho1e. The

lifetime of an electron ranges fron 1O12 ""., to 10-2 "u.. for a-Si:H

films, and is related to the density of states that can capture electrons

and the probability of capture by those staLes, Recombination can be
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described in many ways, including Lhe Lerms bi¡nolecular, monomolecular,

ballistic and diffusive' Bimolecular reconbination refers to the

recombination process i-n which the free hole and free electron recombine

sj-multaneously. For a-Si:H filns Lhis term is used whenever the PC

intensiLy dependence exhibíts a square-root behaviour. The probability of

band-to-band LransitÍons is negligibly smal1 because of the high densiLy

of localized states in the gap. Monornolecular recombination refers to the

Lransition in which eiLher the electron or hole is already trapped before

the occurrence of tlleir recombinalion. In a-Si:H films monomolecular

recombination is the do¡ninant Lransition.

The terns ballistic and diffusive recombination refer to the

relative electron scattering length. Ballistic caplure is applied to

maLerials in which Lhe scattering length is larger Lhan the capLure

ra,Jius. Diffusive capLure is applied to 1ow nobiliLy materials for which

such an inequality does not hold (Street, 1984). An importanL difference

betr+een Lhese Lwo capture processes is that the bottleneck for ballistic

capLure is the ability of the electron to lose energy, whereas for

diffusive capture it is Lhe abiliLy of Lhe electron Lo diffuse to Lhe

recombination centre (Cranda11, 1984). By assuming that the lifeLime is

governed by a ballistic, monomolecular process, the lifetime may be

r+ritLen as (Bube' 1960)

( .- ì-r-.. = i Q5_)p-\n ì n Kalr\)
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where v is Lhe microscopic Lhernal velocity (i07.2¡t". at T = 300K),t

is the capture cross-section and P* í" t.he density of recombination

centres. This equation implies that only one type of centre is

participating in the recombination traffic" In the following section we

shall discuss the capture cross-section, t.he microscopic velocity and the

densÍty of recombination centers.

CapLure Cross-SecLion: The capture process in any material is generally

coulombic in nature, and therefore we may classify states according to

their charge, such as positive, neutral, negative, doubly negative' eLc'.

For the capture of electrons Lhese states could also be classified as

atLractive, neutral, repulsive, doubly repulsive, etc.. These cenlres are

shown schematically in Figure 2.5. The size of the capture cross-section

for each of these states is difficult to calculate. However, for the

attractive cenLre a simple met.hod is often used. By settíng Lhe thermal

energy, kT, equal to the coulomb attracLi-ve energy, the radius of the

capture cross-seclion can be expressed as (Bube' 1960)

R = o2 (2.24)
( +if .;.rJ

and, therefore, the capt.ure cross-secLion is
s_- = ft2 = c,4 . (2.25)
" (t6rr("-.r;-¡

This is only an approxirnaLe expression, but it indicates the type of

temperature dependence Lo be expecLed. For neutral and repulsive cenLres

t.he calculaLion becomes rnore complex. NeuLral cenLres are sometimes

identified as being weakly dependent on temperature (Bube, 1960), whereas

repulsive centres can be weakly dependenL or strongly dependent, depending
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on the possibilily of tunneling through the barrier (Mi1nes, L973). In

general, the capture cross-sections are within the range from lüi2c: 2 Lo

-)) 2
Io-ttcm', with the largesL value for the attractive centres and the

smallest value for Lhe repulsive centres (Bube, 1960)'

In a-Si:H films the capture cross-sections have been measured, and

generally lie in Lhe range IO-zlLo 1O-l4cmZ (Persans, lg82; ldronski and

Daniel, 1981; Street , Lg84; Vanier et a1, 19Bi). For tl're traps located at

levels from ¡he midgap to O.35eV below Lhe conducti-on band the capture

cross-sections are generally constant (1g-15.*2), whereas smaller sizes

are found for those staLes below mídgap (Vanier et al, 1981; Llronski and

Daniel, 1981). Presently there is evidence Lhat Lhe dangling bonds in

a-Si:H films may produce gap states at two or three distinct 1eve1s,

including a neutral cenLre or a doubly repulsive cenLer (Crandall, 1984).

The temperature dependence of these capLure cross-sections have not

been determined. A strong t.emperature dependence of T 3for aLtractive

centres and T 
t'tto, neutral centres has been proposed (Street, 1984), in

which the effects of the minimum metallic conductivity and the

trap-controlled mobility are included. This study \^/as perforrned

specifically for a-Si:H films. AnoLher investigator merely speculates

that there may be a temperature dependence (Persans, 7982).
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Another possible recornbinaLion process is Lhe Lunneling of an

electron from Lhe tail stat.e Lo a defect (Street, I9B4; Dersch eL al,

1983). The total cross-section for the defecL can Lhen be writ,t.en as

(Street, l9B4)

t'- : f:
np

If we assurne t.hat

<--+à'.\P' tail T-
s tates

C:+ 6-, and that caplure is ballistic, then
UI

and so \{e can think of

facror equal to (t+Þ).

tail state at E below

the energy E, and the

yields (Street, 1984)

Þ = _¡¡ nlr<r
4-to

the tunneling process as adding

The facLo, Þ i" the tunneling

the mobility edge, and is found

disLance from the tail state to

(2.26)

(2 .27 )

an enhancement

probability for a

by integrating over

the defect R. This

I'ficroscopic Velocitv: The value of

average t.hermal energy equal Lo the

u = ,çzt*.t).rl Z

m

At room temperatu."l = 107cm2/tu..

c/r)3 + G.,r)z + (T"/r) + (2 .28)

v is simply determined by seLLing the

average kineLic energy, which yields
(2.2e)

I
)

)
[,,"I

The tunneling contributes an increasing amount as Lhe temperature

reduced, and becomes especially important at 1ow temperalures.

1S
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R"corbinatior Centre D.r : There are two electron transitions r^¡hich

These are Lhe rate of electron

(R )"
p

are important for a recombination centre.

capture (Rr) and the rate of hole capLure

fn Lhe steady-st.ate Lhese raLes are equal and so R =

(Bube, 1960)

R =np_vl;-n=R =pn_v¡i-n 'K p K - p

where h (h ) are the densities of filled (empty)

n(p) are Lhe densities of free elecLrons (holes).

centres is N* = nR * PR. Depending on the ratio

of n Lo p the recombinaLion centre densities may

equations. Specifically (Rose, 1963)

Po = No 
-!lp 

Ð
I\ I\ (''- P +a n)

R which means t,hat
P

(2.30)

recombination centres and

The total density of

of o- to íf and the ratio
np

be found by these two

and (2.31)

d* = n*fþp- 
,,¡pn

The analysj-s r+hich is necessary for tl-re compleLe deLerminaLion of n*

and p* Ís difficult to use and does not always provide physical insighL

into the recombination behaviour " However, several analysis rneLhods for

finding n* and p* have been put forr,¡ard Eo daLe (Shockley and Read;1956;

Rose, 1963; Simmons and Taylor, 7972,1974; Hack eL al, 1984)" Usually

the analysis involves t,he kinetic and thermal equations necessary for

recombination centres and traps' respectively, and the demarcation or
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- -la -

equality levels, which separate the trapping and recombination centres'

As the light intensity increases or the temperature decreases the

demarcation levels move toward the band edges, thus changing traps into

recombination cent.res. This is the essential feature of all these models

- using the rnovement of these levels to adjust the values of n* and po to

fit the experimental daLa.

some invesLigators include the possibility of localized state to

localized state transitions (Arnoldussen eL al, I972; Simmins and Taylor'

Ig74), however no one includes the possíbility of recombination by

t.unneling at low LemperaLures. Therefore, there Ís a need for further

modelling to adequately describe Lhe PC of a-si:H films.

2.2.5 Observed Pholoconductivities

In our experi-mental work we used Lhe temperature, light intensity'

photon energy and electric field as variables and observed Lheir effects

on photoconducLivity. In the following we sha11 present theír effecLs' as

observed in a-Si:H fi1ms, and their relevanL explanaLions. First we shall

present the temperature dependence of the photoconductivity (PC) 
'

including a description of the two PC maxima and the low temperature

behaviour. Then we go to the meaning underlying the phoLon intensity

dependence, followed by a discussion of the effects of photon energy and

elecLric fie1d"
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The Effects of Temperature

Typical temperature-photoconductivity characEeristics are shown in

Figure 2.6. There are five regimes possible, although often only three

are observed (Mott and Davis, 1979). These five regimes can be separated

into four distinct features, these being: (1) the high temperature PC

maxirnum; (2) the decrease of PC as temperature decreases; (3) the 1ow

temperature PC maximum; and (4) the 1ow temperaLure saturation of PC. hle

discuss these feaLures in this order.

The two sides of the PC maximum, regimes 1 and 2, can be roughly

classified by Lhe relation between Lhe phoLoexcited and dark electron

populations, although this is not always completely correcL. Tn regime

1 n ) n and the thermal equilibrium electron densiLy, n ' conLrols the
oph-o

lifetirne. Often Lhe photocurrent decreases as the temperaLure is

increased, which indicates LhaL the lifetime for t.he photoexcited

electrons is not constant. One explanaLion (MoLL and Davis, I979) assumes

that. there are ti,¡o sets of sLates in the gap, wiLh E., below the midgap and

EO above the midgap" As temperaLure increases in regime 1 more holes are

available to rnove to the E, sLaLes, thus increasing Pq and causing the

activation energy E = E¡,o-Er. If we assume Lhat the mobility is activated

at an energy *O.ZeY, the commonly observed PC activaLion energy of 0"2eV

indicaLes thaL Lhe energy level of E, is-O"4eV below Ero. The observed

activation energy of the PC should change as the Fermi 1eve1 shifts from

sample to sample"
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Another theory for regime 1 also assumes a two-state model for tire

gap state densiLy dístribution, Ín which E, is near the conduction band

taí1s, Et= E" - 0.1eV, and E2 is below the midgap, E, 0.4eV (Shirafuji

et al, 1985). If the dominanL recombination sLep Ís due to the movement

of electrons frorn E, to E2, then

Jph^ G¡exp fiurr-url - (E. - 1l) iIKTKTJ
(2 .32)

transition frorn the conduction band

by Simmons and

(2 .33)

Taylor (1974) eive

(Ez - (2 .34)

For a PC activation energy of

for Lhe E sLates only 0.2eV
2

mobility is assumed constant.

however if the dominant process is the

edge to E, then

Jph-G¡expi-',";}l
_l

AnoLher two sLaLe model proposed

J . in regime 1 as
ph

T:U,
pn

where E is Lhe
Fo

0.2eV Lhis model

below the Fermi

cuE I c i¡t 1-\ìv.çN 'i
{ -nt 

\' ---/
equilibrium F

predicts an e

1eve1. In thi

"*o /uo

i-
ermi 1e

nergy 1

s model

o v )i
-l

)
KT

vel.

evel

the

Regime

temperature

constant due

the mobility

1 does not always involve a

(l^lronski and Daniel, 1981) .

to deep t,raps which keep p,

is consLant.

PC with increasing

Lhe lifet.ime is

They also assume thaL

decreasing

In regime 1

consLant.
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The PC maximum occurs as regime 2, roughly defined Ot non ) flo, is

entered upon further decreases Ín t.emperaLure. A possible explanation for

the maximum and the change in sign of the activation energy is due to the

energy level of hole generation. In regime 2 the holes must reach

recornbination centres by moving frorn the valence band edge instead of the

Fermi level, as in regime 1. This change Ín the initial level of the hole

is expressed by (Simmons and Taylor, 1974)

(2.3s)

where the activation energy is now equal to Er. An alternate approach is

that as regime 2 ís entered the hole quasi Fermi level moves closer to Lhe

recornbination centres, E2, belor¿ mídgap. This causes holes to be fully

available for recombinaLion (Shirafuji et al, 1985). If Lhe dominant

recombination process is frorn E1 to Er, then

r . *rc)rl' "*,pn

to sLates near EUo limiLs

(2 .37 )

of electrons becomes constant as

PC and the PC maximurn are

Davis, 1979), with

Jph = cpE t G*o 
',,'l'"*o 

f u, - u"ll
' )v-- N -{ I tr (

L t t -; )

f-6 - u,)ì
1L|l
tkrj

(2.36)

Hov¡ever, if the transition from E"

recombination, we have

J . -c .*p /--(r - E. )ìph(cr)
lkr\\.- ,l

Irre might also say that the I

J . enters reqime 2 and so the dec
ph

caused .by the activaLed mobilitY (

ifetime

rease in

Mott and

ph ç.'D)-(L/2)
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Finally, the decrease of PC in regirne 2 could be attributed to Lhe

gradual incorporation of states above Ehe midgap into Lhe recombination

process (Wronski and Daniel, 1981). This causes the density of p, sLaLes

Lo increase with decreasing temperature and relates Lhe activation energy

to the depth of the trapping cenLres below t,he conducLion band.

Clearly Lhere is no concensus on the appropriate interpretaLion of

t,hese two regimes. Each of the models that have been reporLed are

applicable in certain situations, buL are not completely consistent.

Specifically, we feel that it is necessary to account for Lhe position of

the equilibrium FermÍ 1eve1 r+hen comparing films (hlronskí and Daníel,

1981; Pickín, 1983).

As the temperature continues decreasing either regimes 3 and 4 will

be observed, or regime 5 will be observed at low temperaLure. The low

temperature PC maximum which separates regimes 3 and 4 is not always

observed, but has been analyzed on the basis of a deep 1evel of traps

below the nidgap (Rose, 1963; Vaníer eL al' 1981). The general

characterisLics of this maximum are: (1) a shift in the LemperaLure of

the maximum Lo higher values as the light intensity increases; and (2) a

supralinear dependence of the PC on Lhe photon flux on the high

temperaLure slope. To explain this behaviour \¡Ie can again use a Li+o leve1

approach (Rose, 1963) although three or more levels could also be used

(Bube, 1960; Hoffman and Stocknann, 1979). l,Ie assume that some

dist.ribution of states 1 are below the midgap, with f << 5 , and states
nl n2
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2 are near Lhe midgap. This model is shown in Figure 2.7. In regime 2

t.he quasi Fermi 1evels move to\üard the band edges as the temperaLure

decreases. As the hole quasi Fermi 1eve1 nears the class 1 states' it

will change these states fron hole traps to recombination centres"

Because Çt (('frrZ , the class 1 sLates will f i1l r^'ith holes and Lhus the

states 1 r+ill dominate the recombination. The lifetime increases because

,ínt((6nz.Ast'lretemperaturedecreasesfurt'her,theholequasiFermi
1evel will convert all 0f the class 1 states int.o recombination cenLres '

and thus the lifeUime becomes constanL. The PC maximum is caused by

assuming an activated nobilit.y. As Lhe lÍghL intensiLy is changed, the

temperature at which the PC naximum occurs will change as wel1" The

amount of the Lemperature shift will indicate Lhe energy 1evel of the

class 1 states.

The first interpreLation of this phenomenon in a-si:H films was made

by vanier et al (1981) although Lhe presence of a bump or shoulder had

been observed by other ínvesLigators (Kougiya et a1, 1980; Anderson and

Spear, Ig77). The appearance of the maximum is dependenL on an

equilibrium Fermi leve1 located near t.he midgap and on a low defect

density (Vanier et a1, 1981; Persans, 1982)"

The low LemperaLure regime in a-Si:H films, regime 5, generally is

characterized by a constant value of the PC for a specific intensity of

illumination. In this region the quasi Fermi levels are very near to Lhe

band edges for al1 of t.he light inLensity levels which are used' Itle could
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inLerpret regime 5 as being due to a constant lifetime (Simmons and

Taylor, L974) caused by the cornplete conversion of the gap states into

recombination centres. This irnplies tl'raL Lhe onset of the regime should

be light intensity dependent and that the mobility and quantum efficiency

are assumed consLanL,

An alternaLive explanation uses offseLting temperaLure dependences

to obtain the consLant phoLocurrent (Mott and Davis, 7979). If the

carriers are t.rapped by deep neutral centres and recombine before any

quasi-equilibrium is est.ablished, then

(2 .3e)

and if a hopping mobility is assumed, the mobilÍty is

(ì2'-l
¡t = .i qN^, /exp (-2ê a) a' exp ( -l'l ( (2-40)

j ,Pt, / \ .--=Ì( kr i (t. *'..1

and so the photiu.rí, is independent of Lemperature due Lo Lhe

offsetting Lemperature dependences of the lifetime and mobility.

AnoLher explanation of the PC behaviour in regime 5 is based on the

assumption that Lhe 1ow temperaLure PC is entirely due to Lhe Lhermalizing

carriers. In this case the carriers are trapped imnediately after

reaching the mobility edge and cannoL contribuLe to the photocurrenL

(Hoheisel et al, 1983). This theory leads to a linear dependence of PC on

intensity.
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We notr present.' briefly, a mechanism which we feel might be

imporLant at low temperaLures. I^le have already discussed the size and

tenperature dependence of Lhe capture of the capLure cross-secLion" lde

know Lhat an attractive cenLer with r=5OA at 300'K will expand to r=5OOA

at 30'K. However, if the density of states in the gap is td6/.*3, Lhese

defect centers are only 350Å apart. Clearly, Lhere musL be significant

overlap of ¡hese centres at low LemperaLures, which should cause the

expression for Lhe lifetime at high temperatures to be invalid. An

analysis based on this mechanism has not yeL been done.

Another possible mechanism which might be important is the

t.emperature dependence of the capture cross-section in the range of

temperatures from 300'K Lo 30'K. If the lifetime is dominated by a

neutral or atLractive cenLer at high temperaLures, it could become

dominated by a repulsive cenLer aL lotu ternperatures. This would occur

because the repulsive centers have a much stronger temperaLure dependence

t.han the neuLral or atLracti-ve centres (Milnes, L973).

The Effects of LighL InLensitY

The relationship between the photoconductivity and the light

Í-ntensity is usually characterized by an equation of the form

D

¡ æçP (2.4t)
ph

G = G'(1-R) (l-exp(--<d) tt/¿

where

(2 "42)
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Typically, the value of p ranges from 0"5 Lo 1.0, however, other values

have been reported (lilronski and Daniel, 1981; Hack et al, 1984; Vanier et

al, 1981)" The value of p is dependent on light Íntensity and temperaLure

and is normally analyzed in the following way (Rose' 1963). The only

variable of the PC equation, which changes with the intensity is the

lifetime. So far we have neglected the saLuration effects, which ivould

affecL the absorption, and the possibiliLy of intensity-dependent mobilíty

effects. Because the capLure cross-section is normally assumed to be

independent of carrier density, aL least to a first order approxímaLion,

and the nicroscopic velocity is dependenL only on the Lemperature, Lhe

carrier lifetime should be dependenL on Lhe density of recombination

cenLres, pR Specifically, if the value of p is less than 1, the density

of recombination centres must be increasing as Lhe intensity increases.

If we novr assune an exponential distribuLion of localized gap staLes' such

that they may be expressed as

g(E)^.exp(-ElEo ) ( 2.43)

where Eo is the characteristic energy" lf we also assume Lhat Lhe

quasi-Fermi leve1 for elecLrons moves through Lhis distribuLion as the

light inLensity increases, then Lhe relatÍonship between p and Eo may be

wriLten as (Evangelisti et al' 1983)

Eo = krP/(1-Þ) (2 "44)

For instance, if Þ=0.75 aL T=300 K, Lhen Eo=0'OBeV. However, Lhere are

two problems with Rosers inLerpreLation of the value of p. First, it is

clear from EquaLion 2.44 that the value of p should change in a prescribed

manner, for a given value of E , as the t,emperature changes. This
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behaviour is rarely observed. Secondly, the value of p should change

rapidly as the quasi Fermi leve1 moves through Lhe gap because normally

tirere are peaks and valleys in the gap state distribution (Evangelisti et

ãL, 1983). These problems indicate that Rosers theory has a limited

application for a-Si:H fi1ms.

There is, however, an alternative rnet.hod of analysis which may prove

useful for a-Si:H filns" If we assume that recornbination occurs as free

elecLrons fal1 into recombination centres r+hich have already trapped

ho1es, ancl if these cenLres are posiLively charged when empty, Lhen the

steady-state photoconductivit.y and the charge neutrality equation may be

writ,ten as (Evangelisti et al' 1983)

(2.4s)

(2 .46)

p* denote the caPture

centres, respecLivelY. If

varying function of energY'

(2.47)

G - np-vó- = 0'R n

I t,

,, +l " ,, (E)dE
-,.- t =PR

"F.,

where G is given by Equation 2.42 and vr., and

coefficient and Lhe density of recornbination

the gap sLate distribution Nr(E) is a s1owly

then f.E
{ t 

'-, lE)dE = kTÑT In (n/no)
) r'

F
t,o

where Ñ, i-" the average density of localLzed states.

equations Yields

Solving these

ô

v6 (n-
n

G- + nÑ-tr In(n/no)) = O
I

(2 .48)
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This equation yields Lhe desired range of p if N, and G are chosen such

that the second term inside the parenthesis is larger Lhan the first.

This equation is only applicable for the case n>no.

For values of þ which are greaLer Lhan l or less than 0.5 separate

analysis techniques musL be used. To explain the presence of

supralinearity, Þ>1, we have already stated tl-re appropriate mode1. The

t.vio-state model which was used to explain Lhe 1ow temperaLure PC maximum

also explains the presence of supralineariLy (Rose' 1963). Because

6 << 5¡ the lifelime will increase quickly as the intensity and
nl n2

temperature pass Lhrough a certain range. Other explanations of

supralinearity include a mobility which increases with increasing

int.ensity or a capture cross-section which increases as the density of

elecLrons increases (Persans, 1982; Bube, 1960). These explanations are

not generally used.

To explain lower values of p, such Lhat Þ < 0.5, we can use the

concept of charge neutrality to develop a model (Hack et a1' 1984). fn

this model it is assumed that there is a sLeeply rising disLribuLion of

states just above t.he quasi Fermi level' such thaL Eo < kT. This will

cause a relatively large density of electrons to be trapped, and thus the

positively charged recombination centre densiLy will increase rapidly

a1so, leading to P < 0.5. AnoLher explanation could include two sets of

gap sLates, both of r+hich contribute to the recornbinatíon traffic" Any
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movement of the hole and electron quasi Fermi 1eve1s could then conLribuLe

twice the amounL of empty recombinati-on states' and Þ < 0.5 could occur.

The EffecL of Photon EneIgJ.

The response of the phoLoconducLivity Lo changes in the photon

energy is useful for understanding optical transitions (Moddel et al,

1980; Vanecek et al, 1981), geminate recornbinaLion (Adler et a1, I9B4;

Moddel et al, 1981; Carasco and Spear, 1983) and the behaviour of the

absorption coefficient for weal<1y absorbed photon energies (Loveland et

aL, 1974; Cody eL a1, 1980; Abeles et a1, 1980; Moustakas, 1980; Vanecek

et a1, 1981; Moddel et al, 1980). As Lhe photon energies decrease from

hv ) E*to hv ( E* two important effecLs occur. First, t,he importance of

surface effec¡s, such as surface recombínation and band-bending, decreases

as Lhe phot.on energy decreases. This occurs because a larger fract.ion of

the absorpLion occurs in the bu1k. Surface phenomena have not been well

studied for a-Si:H fi1ms, and have been virtually excluded in this thesis.

These effects, however, rvould become increasingly imporLant as our

understanding of Lhe bulk properties of these filrns gro'ws (Street eL al,

1985). Secondly, the import,ance of geminaLe recombinaLion and hopping

t.ransporL may increase as Lhe phoLon energy decreases (Carasco and Spear,

1983) "
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In the literalure the effect of phoLon energy has not been

thoroughly studied. Some investigators have reporLed Lhat the value of B

decreases Lor,¡ards 0.55 as the photon energy decreases Lo 1'OeV

(Evangelistíet'a1,1983).ThephoLoconductivityasafunctionof

LemperaLure does noL change for photon energies hv ) E* (Adler et al,

19BO), which is in keeping with a constant thermalization time for the

photon energy range 2.3eV to 1.8eV (Vardeny and Tauc, 1981). There is

also evidence from photoluminescence studies that sub-band gap photon

energies will creaLe non-radiative recombi-naLion centres, \, which rnay be

expressed as (Bhat eL al, 1983)

N*a{c) 1/2 (2.4s)

This effect can be easily undersLood if we al1ow tlie initial sLate of the

opLical t.ransition to be t.he salne state which controls the recornbination

Lraffic, Therefore, for every electron rvhich is photo-excited there will

be a photo-excited hole also, and therefore we have essentially

bimolecular recombination. The other effecLs that are observed could be

explained by a change in the final sLate of the optical transition'

However, this theory will require further work Lo verify its validiLy

(Moddel et a1, 1980; Persans, L9B2)"

The Effect of the Applied D"C. Field

Generally, Lhe elecLric field is used as a tool for determining Lhe

importance of geminate recornbination" As the field increases Lo values

above a critical field (Ad1er eL a1, 1980) the geminaLe recombination
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becomes negligible. This expected behaviour, based on Onsagerrs theory,

has already been discussed. Other effecLs due to the applied fields

include the interaction betr^¡een space-charge limited currents and the

photoconducLivity, although this has not been studíed for a-Si:H films

(Rose, 1963). Usually the applied field (d.c") dependence is noL studied.
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CHAPTER 3: MICROCRYSTALL]NE TO AMORPHOUS TRANSITION IN SILICON FROM

MICROI^/AVE PLASMAS

!{e have studied the effect of the plasma confining magnetic field on

Lhe Si:H thin film properties, and have found that the films change

phase: !{e obtain microcrystalline films (¡c-Si:H) at low fields and

amorphous films (a-si:H) aL higher fields. The field at which the

transition between Lhese two phases occurs is approximately equal to the

field at which elecLron cyclotron resonance (ECR) occurs. l{e observe Lwo

sizes of microcrystallites for these fi1ms, the larger size (- 150À)

increases in volume fraction as the rnagnetic field decreases, whereas Lhe

smaller síze (-2OA) maximizes its volume fractíon at Lhe ECR condition.

fnteresL. in microcrystalline silicon (uc-Si) prepared by

radio-frequency (RF) glor+ discharge and oLher deposition methods has

recenLly arisen as a consequence of its superior electronj-c properties for

specific applications as compared to amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) (Veprek

and Maracek, 1968; Mishima et al, I9B2; Spear et al, 1981; Hamasaki et a1,

19BO; Hirose,7982; Tonaka and Matsuda, 1983; Matsuda, 1983; Le Comber et

ãI, 1983; Osaka and Imura, 7984; Iqbal and Veprek, 1982; Mejia eL a1,

1983; Mejia er a1, 1986). Veprek and Maracek (1968) prepared ¡c-Si by

chemical transporL in a hydrogen plasma as early as 1968. More recently,

Lhe properties of,uc-Si fabricated in RF glow discharge (eg. Mishima et

al, l9B2) or by sputtering (Le Comber et a1, 1983; Osaka and fmura, 1984)

have been reported. It has been claimed LhaL the formation of the
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microcrysLallites is dependent upon the employment of low deposition rates

and high RF power densities (Mishirna eL al, I9B2; Tonaka and Matsuda,

1983) ruhich provide for a high density of reactive hydrogen in the plasrna

and maintain quasi-equilibrium conditions for the plasma-substrate

reacLion kinetics (Iqba1 and Veprek, I9B2).

In Lhis study we have employed a novel mi-crowave plasma system

(Mejia et a1, 1983, 1986) in place of the convenLional RF plasma and

observed Lhe controlled deposition of ¡c-Si at relatively high deposition

rates and low microwave po\^/er density" One of the fealures of this sysLem

is an exLernally applied dc magnetic field B along the longitudínal axis

of the wave guide cavity (I{ejia et a1, 1983), we show that a transítion

fron microcrysLalline to amorphous silicon can be facilitated sirnply by

increasing B, while maintaining oLher plasma condiLions constanL. All of

the silicon filns contain bonded hydrogen. IL is to be noted that Spear

et al (1981) observed earlier that microcrystalline growth was induced

mosL easily at the highest accessible RF frequencies.

Another interesting feaLure of the microwave plasma system employed

in Lhis work is that, as B is increased, the plasma can be made to pass

through the poinL of elecLron cyclotron resonance (ECR) (Mejia eE al,

1986). This is the condition for which the cyclotron orbits of Lhe

elecLrons induced by a B field is resonant with Lhe microwave frequency

which activates Lhe plasma. In the presenL work, Lhe microwave frequency

used is 2.45 GHz and the value of B to achieve ECR is 875 gauss. In
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Figure 3.1 we shor¡n the room-temperature dark conductivity'%, the average

grain size of the microcrystallites in Lhe (111) orientation 5, anrl the

deposition raLe r as funcLions of the normalized magneLic field (NMF'

normalized to uniLy for B of 875 gauss - ECR condition). Our conclusion

is that below ECR we obtain ¡c-Si:H; above ECR the fí1ms are amorphous'

Figure 3.2 shows typical x-ray diffraction resulLs for si:H films

for various values of B; below and above ECR, as well as approximately at

the ECR condition. In the analysis of the diffracti-on daLa for all of the

film samples prepared, we have adopted the conventíonal approach (Klug and

Alexander, 1954) of inferring the average crysLallite size (as employed in

Figure 3.1) from the full-width-at-ha1f naximum of the (111) diffraction

peak using Scherrerfs formula (Mishima et a1, L982) and a shape factor

equal to 0.89. \tte have also made x-ray diffraction measurements of Ll-re

(ZZO) and (311) peal<s and have found a large scatter in the values of the

cube edges. Because of this scatLer we could noL determine the general

shape of the crYstallites.

By comparing our data with Lhose of oLher invest.igators (Mishima et

aI, L9B2; Tonaka and Matsuda, 1983) we note that the thermally

crysLallized filns have a ratio of the peak inLensity to Lhe background

intensity of -3-4 and Lhat our films deposited aL NMF = 0.55 have Lhe

same ratio. From this data we esLimate an upper bound on the

microcrystallite volume fracLion to be IOO%; and by comparing the dc

conductiviLy wi¡h RF glow discharge produced microcrystalline film we
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esLimaLe Lhe lower bound on the microcrystallite volume fraction to be

5OT,. As B is increased the films become a three-phase material, being a

mixture of a-Si:H, 204 ¡c-Si:H, and 1504 ,¡.lc-Si:H. We also note that the

204¡c-Si:H phase has peak diffraction anplitudes at 2Q ='-27.5" and 51'0;

which are significant shifts from the peak positions of the 150Å ,pc-Si:H

phase. This implies that there may be internal pressure on the 204

microcrystallites (CulliLy, 1956).

The deposition rate r for all the samples under investigation was in

the range of 4 Lo 24 A/ sec. The deposition raLe was dependent upon Lhe

posiLion and orientation of the substrates in the wave guide cavity, as

described elsetshere (Mejia et a1, 1983). The microwave power in Figure

3.1 was in the range of I to 7 watLs and the (glass) substrate temperaLure

was 155C.

lde have also performed extensive studies of both the plasma

characteristics and the electronic properties of the deposiLed Si:H thin

films. The microwave system appears Lo have several decided advantages

over RF systems in addition to the flexibility as reported here. The

electronic properties of the¡c-Si:H and a-Si:H films, including dark

conductivity and phot.oconductiviLy, are essenlially the same as those

prepared by RF glow discharges (Mishima et al , I9B2; MaLsuda, 1983). More

details on plasma characteristics and film properLies will be reported

1ater.
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As explained by MaLsuda (1983) among oLhers, the cuslonary dilution

of SiH4 ínH2 or other gases is not a prerequisite for uc-Si:H structures"

Instead, he draws attention Lo the raLio of the concentraUion of atomic

hydrogen H in the plasma to the film deposiLion raLe. The H concenLration

is determined by optical emission speclroscopy (OES) from Lhe intensity of

the H2 line at 656.3nm (Mirose, L982; Matsuda, 1983). The proportionality

between r and the SiH emission at 412.7 nm reported by Matsuda (1983) was

noL observed for our microwave plasma conditions. The IR absorption peak

associated with SiH bonds in our fÍlms is consistent r+ith the RF daLa

(Mishima et al, Lg82). However we have relatively less SiH2 bonding

present r+ith the microwave films.

I,lhile the optical gap does not change sígnificantly, the activaLion

energy decreases, and thus t.he Fermi level increases, appreciably in the

Lransit.ion fron amorphous Lo nicrocrystalline structure' as shown in

Figure 3.3. This implies that the increase in Lhe degree of

microcrystallínity tends to enhance the n-type behavíour of the Si:H

fílms. It is also Ínteresting to noLe thal the photoconductivity exhibits

a mininum value at the point where the dark conductivity is around

S x 10-77cn, which corresponds to the film depositíon condition close to

ECR as shown in Figure 3.4" This phenomenon is similar to thaL observed

by Mishima et al (1982) for their films prepared in a RF plasma.
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In summary, the condition of ECR in microwave plasmas has been found

to provide a demarcation beLween¡c-Si and a-Si:H formaLion. The

microwave plasma systen is also observed to provide several advantages

over RF plasmas, including reduced power requirements and enhanced

deposition rates for both ¡c-Si and a-Si:H films. The film properties are

comparable to the best RF glow discharge films"
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CHAPTER 4: PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY 0F a-Si:H FIi.,lulS

In this chapter we reporL on the effect,s of temperature' light

intensity and phonton energy on the photoconductivity. hle discuss these

observaLions in terms of the relative density, distribuLion, and capture

parameters of the localized gap states and the temperature dependence of

Lhe capture parameters, l,le have calculated the distribuLion of sLates

both above and below Lhe midgap, and developed a ner¡r theory to explain the

relationship betvreen photoconducLivity and light intensity" The

measurement of Lhe spectral response of the photoconductivity is used to

obtain the information on the density and distribuLion of sLates below Lhe

nidgap. Finallyr ïi€ present a ne\¡r int,erpret.ation of the low Lernperature

phot.oconductivity (PC) maximun, which gives evidence that Lhere is a

maximum and minimum in the density of states above the midgap. The

experimental methods and the deposition conditions for each experinent and

sarnple are given in the Appendix.
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/+.L The Absorption coefficient of a-si:H Films for Sub Band Gap

PhoLon Et"tgi*

l,Ie have found Lhat as the equilibrium Ferrni level decreases from

I"2eY to O.89eV above E, the form of the absorption spectra changes

significanLly. At hv=l.3eV there is a peak in the absorption for the

sanple with the lowest value of Ero. Thís behaviour may be associated

with an increasing density of states at 1,3eV below E". Also, we have

found that for lor+er photon energíes, hvll .ZeY, there are transÍtions from

E-- into the localized states, which affects Lhe photoconducLivity (PC)
v

through the reduction in the quantum efficíency. The value of the Urbach

edge is -0.080eV to 0.060eV for these films.

tract the absorption spectra

1981; Vanacek, et al, 1981;

se the following two

used to characterize Lhe

light intensity, is

on coefficienL, d , can be

(4.r;

energy, and G refer to the

the photon energy then the

gelisLi et a1, 1983)

ex

,

u

S

nd

ri

Several methods have been proposed to

from the PC spectral response (Moddel, et al

Evangelist,i, et a1, 1983). In this sLudy we

methods. First, if p, the parameter which i

relaLionship between Lhe photoconductivity a

consLant with photon energy, then Lhe absorp

wriLLen as (Moddel, et al, 1981)

. lt¡p
o< (hv) = to 

J 
Jon(hv'G) 

'do t 
LJpho J

where the subscript o refers to some referen

light intensity. Second' if P is dependent

absorption coefficient can be written as (Ev

ce

on

an

or (hv +4 ) ={(hv)c(hv)
G (hv+Á) 6

fl_þ
{(

A+

"t
V

h

l/p (hv) 
G.z¡
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where A ís the st.ep size of the iteration and ,A 6ref ers to the

photoconduct.ivity. Tn both of these methods the light int.ensity is

allowed to vary with the photon energy; but the mobility and quantum

efficiency are assuned to remain constanL as the phot.on energy is changed.

To study the relative values of the mobility and quantum efficiency

we use the temperaLure dependence of the PC spectral response' as

illustrated in Figure 4.1. The slope of the hígh energy part of the

curve, for hv)1.45eV, does not change as t,he temperature decreases. As

we1l, the form of the curve for hv(l.2eV becomes steeper aL lower

temperatures.

Figure 4"2 shows the activation energy of the PC as a function of

phoLon energy. For hv(l.2eV the activation energy rises rapidly'

indicating that the quanturn efficiency or mobility is decreasing in this

range of energies (Carasco and Spear, 1983). The dotted line in the

figure indicates the fit to 0nsagerfs relaLion, which implies that the

quantum efficiency is causing t.he rnajority of this decrese in the PC. For

these values of the acLivation energy we have calculaLed the value of rO ,

the thermalization distance, and found that rO decreases fron 100Â at

hv=1.3eV to 2Oìt at hv=l.Oev. The response of the photoconductiviLy to the

tenperature also indicates thaL Lhe mobility is not changing for hv)l"2eV

(Moddel et al, 1981). Therefore, the absorption coefficient may be

deduced from the PC specLral response'
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fn Figure 4.3 we present PC spectral response for each of the four

samples. There is an increase in the PC at hv=l.3eV, and a smaller

increase at hv=l.leV. In the same figure we also show Lhe value of p for

these samples" Sample 13V exhibits a value of p(0.5' but stil1 in a

consistent and repeatable manner. Generally, this low value indicates a

rapid increase in the densily of recombination centres (Rose, 1963), and

noL saturation. Therefore Lhe absorption coefficients calculated from

Equations (4.1) and (4.2) will still be accuraLe. Also, Lhese 1or+ values

of p indicate that the initial state of the electron transiLions are

increasingly occurring in the localized states as the photon energy

decreases.

Figure 4.4 shows the absorption spectra calculated using Moddel?s

method by choosing F=0.70 as an average value. The absorption at hv=l.3eV

changes form as the equilibrium Fermi 1eve1 decreases from E" , and peaks

are visible for tr+o of the samples. An extrapolation of two of the

curves, as shown, indicates that the absorption goes to zero as the

photoenergy goes to E"- E o. 0f course, for hv(E"-\'o' we expect no

absorption unless there are transítions inLo localized staLes below E".

This behavÍour may be explained in two vlays. First, it is possible that

the fraction of Lhe absorption caused by transitions into the localized

states is larger for samples r+hich have no peak at 1.3eV, and therefore

these absorption curves do not cut off at the Fermi level. Secondly, we

could assume thaL there is a constant density of states in the energy

range 1.2eV to 1.4eV below E" , and thus the density of sLates would

abrupt.ly decrease as hv=Ec-Epois reached.
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In Figure 4.5 r¿e presenL the absorption spectra calculated using Lhe

iterative method (Evangelistí eL al, 1983). The peak aL hv=l.3eV is stí11

large in sanple 13V, However, the peak has decreased in sample 9"08

relative to those shown in the Figure 4.4. Samples 9.06 and 13H

demonstrate the same behaviour as those calculated by the constant B

method. The values of the Urbach edge slope, E , also vary between these

samples, from 0.08eV)Eo)0.06eV. Generally, these figures indicate that as

the Fermi level decreases from E" the value of Eo decreases and the peak

at. 1.3eV becomes more pronounced. These findings are in good agreement

with oLher invest,igators (Loveland et al-, I974) who have reported that the

relative absorption at 1.3eV increased as the Fermi level decreased

towards midgap. 0ther investigators have also found that the peak at

1.3eV decreases with increasing hydrogen incorporation (Abeles et al,

1980) and Uhat the Urbach edge s1ope, Eo, decreases as the temperature

decreases (Tiedje and Cebulka, 1983) 
"

These absorption spectra also lead us to speculate on the form of

the gap sLales distribution below EUo. If the t,ransitions for hv)l.2eV

are into the sane final staÈe, Lhen the density of staLes Ís proportional

to the absorption coefficient (Vanacek et al, 1981). This would indicate

thaL the form of the gap state distribution changes sÍgnificantly as the

Fermi level shifts. AlLernatively, if Lhe fraction of the transitions

into localízed sLates increases as the Fermi level increases towards E",

then the density of sLates in the gap could increase. These changes in

the gap state density should be apparent in both the room tenperaLure
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electron lifetime and the response of the PC to light intensity. Further

evi-dence of a sharp increase in the density of staÈes below \o is Lhat

B<0.5 is observed for sample 13V.

In conclusion, we have shown t.hat the absorption coefficients of

these films can be correlated with the posiLíon of the Fermi level"

Specífically, as the equilibrium Fermi level decreases the absorption at

hv=l.3eV changes shape and the slope of the Urbach edge decreases. The

sLructure of the absorpLion curves can either be caused by a large density

of states at 1.3eV below E", or an overall increase in the density of gap

sLates, both above and below Ero.

4,2 The Tntens. ty Dependence of the Photoco¡ductivitv in a-Si:H

In the following we present a new analysis of the light inLensity

dependence of the photoconductiviEy. This analysis considers the novemenL

of both the eleclron and hole quasi Fermi levels and uses the charge

neutrality condition to explain the value of p in a consisLenL nanner. By

assuming that t.he trapped charge dominates the charge neutrality equation,

we can reproduce an earlier result by Rose (1963), and show thaL a similar

type of equation can be used Lo explain other values of p, such as P<0.5

and p)l"0. l^le Lhen obtain the densiLy of states distribuLion for our

films based on the observed relationship between the phoLoconductivity and

the lighr intensity.
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The relationship between the phoLoconductivity (PC) and the light

intensity is generally characterized by an equation of the forn (Rose,

1963)

ó on-tÞ

where G is the light intensity and p is a

the range of 0.5(8(1.0.

(4 .3)

parameter which is usually in

Two theories of this behaviour have previously been proposed. The

first theory is based on Lhe assunption Lhat the localized gap states

above the Fermi level, g(E), are exponentially distributed in the gap, in

the form

(4.4)

PR , is negligible (in the

can be (Rose, 1963)

(4. s)

is the

1983)

on, A

The

e

l,

Lhe distributi

coefficients.

in terms of th

angelisti et a

c(E) = A exp [ru"- tl
t -ir-J

and that the densit.y of recombination cenLres,

dark) then the photogenerated electron densiLy

"=f.*"t¡trìtr/(rl+r)
I tr.¿.vtnl
L I -)

r+here T, is the characteristic temperaLure of

density of states at E" and vf is the capture

relationship between p and T can be expressed

characteristic energy of distribution, Eo, (Ev

Eo = kTÞ/(l_p) (4 "6)
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n+n =Dt 't

assumption Lhat the charge

(EvangelisLi et a1, 1983)

(4.7)

where n and n. are the densities of free and trapped electrons,t
respecLively, and p. is the density of trapped holes. Obviously, Lhis

assumption inplies Lwo types of defecL states existing in the gap, one

being negatively charged r.¡hen filled and the other being posítively

charged when empty. The value of p can be deduced from

The second theory is based on the

neutraliLy condition can be expressed as

G - v6(n2 + nñ, kr ln(t'no)) = o (4.8)

where n and n_ are the densities of photogenerated and ther¡oally generated
o

free electrons, respectively, and Ña i" Lhe average density of localized

states at the Fermi level.

hle have observed several problems with these Lwo theories. First,

Rose neglected any contribution to Lhe densiLy of recombination cenLres

from the sLates below midgap. These states can affect the PC temperature

dependence (Vanier eL al, 1981; Wronski and Daniel, i981), and so they

musL also affecL the light inÈensity dependence. Secondly, neither one of

these theories is able to account for power values of p(0.5, although

these values appear as part of a steady trend with temperaLure and Fermi

level position (l,Jronski and Daniel, 1981; Hack eL al, 1984). Finally,

calculaLions based on Rosers theory are not sensitive to a minimum in the

density of states, although other techniques j-ndicate that rninima do exist

(Goodman and Fritzsche, 1980).
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In the following \^re present a new theory for the value of p, from

which we can also calculate the energy distribution of the gap staLes

above midgap and the relatÍve form of the staLe distribution below midgap.

l,Je show that the distribution of states below Lhe Fermi level also play a

role in determining the value of Þ.

4.2" 1 Theory

To develop a theory for the PC intensity dependence, \./e need to

consider the following factors. First, in the steady-staLe, the

generaLion rate (G) is equal to the recombination raLe. If \,Ie assume

ballistic capture of the free elecLrons (n) to be dominant reconbination

process, we have

G-vfnpR=O (4.9)

where p* is t.he density of recombination centres. For any two light

intensities, G, and G, wíth Gr)G1r \{e have

îAG = "2q
this equation

value of vf
n

= t2Pn2 
= 

^n 
A pR

trPnt

applies for any change in

renains constant"

(4. io)

light inLensity as long as the

Secondly, we need to

we neglecL the charge due

consider the charge

to free carriers, we

neuLrality condítion"

obtain

ïf

nt+rn=Pt*PR (4.11)
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ïrhere n- and p- are the trapped electron (hole) densities and rland Pq aret 't
the densities of filled and empty recombination cenLres located above and

below the midgap, respectively. If

n = p G.r2)R 'R

then we can express the charge neutrality as

AtR = tR2 =ApR = P*Z (4.13)
tRl Pnt

Similarly, if the charge neutrality equation is

trr = pr G"Ll+)

then

Ant =ÀPt ( 4.1s)

whereor. = nt2/nt and Á pr = P t2/pú. The trapped charge is determined

from the Fermi level position, whereas t.he charge in the reconbinaLion

cenLres is determined according to the reco¡nbination kinetics. There are

two mechanisns Lhat can cause the density of recombinaLion centres, either

nr or pB, to change: (1) the traps can be converted into recombination

cenLres by the movement of the Fermi level, and (ii) the ratio of the

density of free electrons to that of free holes can change, due to unequal

novement.s of the quasi Fermi levels. These two possibilities are shown by

Lhe following equation.

apo =aNoan {{¡"t + 6pPt¡
r\ (6 

nnz * 6oor)
(4 . 16)
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hthere A N* = NnZ/U*, is Uhe increase of the recombi-nation centres due Lo

the conversion of traps, n and p refer to the free electron and hole

densities, and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer Lo Lhe light intensities Gtand

G, rspectively. 0f course,áp is stil1 equal to PZ1V1, the ratio of free

holes aL Lwo light intensiLies.

where gt (E) refers to the density of sLaLes below midgap and gr(E) refers

to the density of states above nidgap, and Et and E, are Lhe

characleristic energies of the two distribuLions. Thus, for a change in

the quasi Fermi levels of ÂE¡r, -- Etnz/nrrr1(otaEto = 81,2/Eypt), the

change in the free and trapped charge densiLies is

We express the dístribution of gap states as'

c1 (¡)- exp (-ElEt)

e2 (E)-exp (-(E" - E)/82)

Án = exp (AErrr/ur)

Ap = exp (^ Erp/rt)

A n = exp (A E1.,'¡r,r)

Ap = exp (AEfp/El)

.A pnr = exp (A Efp/El)

ÂnRz - exp (AErn/12)

(4.t7)

(a)

(b) (4.18)

(c)

(d)

Similarly, rÂ¡e can express the change in the densiLy of recombination

centres as

(a)

(b)
(4 . re)
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if r¿e assume thaL (1) the density of recombination cenLres at EFo is rnuch

smaller Lhan the densít.y of centres at B fn, or E ¡Or and (2) i-f' we neglect

any change in the ratio n{ that would affect the density of these

recombination centres.

Based on equations (4.18) and (4.19) we sha1l calculate p for

several- differenL conditions, and then go on to analyze the results from

our a-Si:H films. ItIe begin by specifying how the value A P* is controlled

by charge neut,rality conditions, and then show the value of p which

results.

CASE 1: If we assume that the charge neutrality equation is

Ant =Apt (4 "2o)

r+hich neans that the trapped charge dominaLes the total charge neuLrality

condit.ion t,hen r+e can write

exp (A Enn) = exp (ABrp/sz)

and therefore,

^E- = (EllE^)AE_
fp 2' tn

(4.22)

l,Je now have the following four possibilities'

(a) If recombination proceeds mainly Ëhrough the trapped holes, AP.,

then by EquaLion (4.i0)

Ác = G2 = "*p(ôurr,/ur)exp(Auro/ur)Gt

= exP(A urr,/t, * a Errr/nr) (4'23)

(4 "2t)
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Generally a factor of exp(O ÇnrU, ) is used Lo adjust the density of

holes to conpensate for its increased conLribution to Lhe

recombination traffic (Rose, 1963). This factor is not applicable

in this case because vie have not changed Lhe value of Ero-E' but

have instead only increased Lhe density of the recombination

centres. Since

A Err, = kT 1n(A n) (4.24)

we have

E, = krþ¡(i-F) (4.2s)

where we have used p = 1n(Án)/ln(AG). This result is the same as

that obtained by Rose (1963)" If E2<kT then p(0.5, and if E2¿kT

then p)0.5. It is clear that Lhe sJ-ope of the disLribuLion of Lhe

states above midgap is very inportant for the determination of the

value of Þ.

If recombination occurs t.hrough Lhe P* states above ErO and below

Epo r lre cannot express this change in recombination cenLre densit,y

by directly applying a Fermi level analysis. I'Ie must express the

fraction of gl (E) sLates which are emply recombination centres as

(Rose,1963)

r* =.þ-t5ol- = rRrdlr\ (6¡p +6.n)Pn

NRl = 
í 

ut' 
cr (E) dE

u ¡-tp

(4 .26)

rvhere

(4 .27 )
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The value ofwl is in the range 0S"(11i1, and is not expecLed to

change as the 1evel Efo tou"", and so any change in P*t is Lotally

due to an increase in the density of sLates belween E¡o and E¡o.

Therefore, for a movement of the Fermí levelrAEfo, we will change

t,he value of N*t by Lhe factor

á N* = exp(a Ero/rr) (4.28)

However, only a fractiono(t will be empLy and will contribute Lo

recombination, therefore

A PRt = exp (Ourr/ur)o t

Thus, the value of þ can be determined from

á G ='{rexP (Aurr,/U, *A"tn/ur)

(c)

where we have usedAEfp/El= ABfn/n2. If we assume thato( 1 = 1,

LhaL is, that all incorporated cenLres are enpty, then

E, = kTpT (r_Þ) (4.31)

which is agaín equívalent to the equation derived by Rose (1963).

Tfc( decreases from unity, the densiLy of recombination centres does
I

noL increase as rapidly, and thus p approaches unity.

If recombination occurs through the empty staLes below

Efrr(p¡Z= NnZ - np2), t.hen the same type of analysis can be used as

in the previous case (b). If p*is negligible in the dark, andÖ(r=1

then the value of. E2 is again

(4 .2e)

(4.30)

n, = ktþi_p)

Tf^2(1, the value of p increases towards unity.

(4 "32)
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Ifd2<L, the value of p increases Lowards unity"

(d) If the recombination occurs through the empLy staLes above E¡ry then

the densiËy of enpty sLates increases as

¿ Pr = exp( a En/u.r) (4' 33)

Therefore, the value of þ is determined from

aG = Ânap* = exp(a Err,/ur* aBrn/ur) G"34)

which means that

E, = k:-Þ¡(l-Þ) (4.35)

As in case (a), the factor exp (A Err,/Ur) is not included.

(e) l,/e now assume that the density of states above midgap decreases wiLh

increasing energy (8, (0), which would occur if there is a local

maximum in the density of states at some energy between Epo and E".

In this case the change in the density of trapped charge is less

than uníty. The charge neutrality condiLion is still expressed as

Ant =Apr (4.36)

and so the following possible results apply.

(i) For recombination through the AP¡ sLaLes below E¡or we have a

decrease in the trapped hole charge, and so

A G =An apr = exp(a Err,/tr ABtn/nr) G.37)

This leads t.o

Ez = kTÞ le-t¡ (4.38)
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Therefore, this means that p)I. We musL interpret Lhis value

of Er(Er(0) as indicating that the level Eroalso goes Lhrough

decreasíng density of states.

(ii) If recombínation proceeds through the p* slates beLween Eroand

Efo, "" have A h=1, and þ-1. This is because the density of

sLaLes decreases, and Lhus very little nett states are added.

(íii)If recombination is Lhrough the empty states between Eroand

Errr, then we expect a consLanL density of recombinat.ion

centres, and thus p =1"

(iv) If recombination occurs mainly Lhrough the empty stales above

Errr, then we have

AP¿ = exl(-ÁEnlrr)

of course, E2(0, and soâlat(l. I^ie then have

AG = AnÂpt2= exp(AErr,/U, - Arrn/ur)

which gives

E, = kTþ ,(p-rl G"4r)

This condition slales that Lhe density of trapped holes decreases

the Errrlevel increases towards 8., and so p)1 may be real-ized.

l,ie observe that if the recombinaLion is dorninated by transitíons

through the trapped charge then p)l can be realized. For a density of

staLes in which Lhe distribution is throughouL the gap, we do not expect

(4.3e)

(4.40)
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that trapped charge will doninate the behaviour. I^ie now continue to

anaLyze other possible forns of the charge neutrality equation.

CASE 2: If we assune that. the charge neutrality equation is

(4.42)An* = .Ap*

then, for exponentially increasing gap state distributions, r+e have the

same relationship as before
F.ÁE- = -lÁErr, (4.43)rPu
"z

Therefore, all the previous cases (1a) to e)iv) apply.

Case 3: If r¡re now assume that the charge neutrality equation is

D =n +n G.44)'R] R2 r.2

then we find that this equation cannot. be expressed in terns of the

changes in the densities of the trapped electrons and the recombination

centres. I,le will, however, anaLyze thís equation for the specific

situation of E^(0.
z

For this case, we know Lhat the density of trapped charge is

decreasing. If we assume that. the densiLy of posítively charged centres

is still increasing, then n* will need to compensate boLh Lhe decrease in

na and the increase in P*.

(a) If reconbination is through P., then we have

A Pt = exP (A E*/Et) (4.45)
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and therefore. B can'l

ÂG =4nÁ1. =

There Ís no símp1e re

ure are content to sta

increasing.

(4 .46)

and AEro, and so

P, and n are

be deduced from

"*, [oEf ,, * o urJ
i r- - ì

L*t "t-)
lationship beuh'eenÂEr'

te the p(l because both

(b) For recornbinaLion through p¡, Lhe same analysis applies as in

subcase (a). Therefore we expecL that p(l.

(c) For recombinaLion through Lhe empty states above Eroand below

Efrr, u different situation is obLained. Because n* is

increasing, p* must, be decreasing, and so p)l will- occur. I,Ie

have not been able to obtain a simple expression for this case.

states above E¡rrr we(d) If reconbi

again have

APt

and, there

Ac

and

(4 "47)

p can be deduced fron

(4 .48

nalion is through the empty

Þ>1" This occurs because

2 = exP 1-AEfr,/EZ)

fore, Âp.2(1. The value of
fae" AE"l= exp ) fn -- tn\

L kr u, )

Er= krþ ¡(p-rl (4.4e)
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These last two subcases have an interesting appl-icaLion to the PC

temperature response as wel1. It has been reported that anomalous ttbumpstt

occur in t.he PC tenperature response (Vanier eL al, 1981; Persans, 1982).

These ttbumpstt can be interpreted as an increase in Lhe lifetime of the

electrons due to the sensitization of the sanple caused by the presence of

a second set of localized states below the midgap (Rose, 1963; Vanier et

ãLr 1981). In this case the rrbumptt is due Lo the presence of a set of

states with a smaller electron capture cross-section. In the example

which we have presented, there is an increase in the lifetime because the

n stales increase in density, thus decreasing the density of empty
R

capLure cenLres. Of course, this model is dependent on the defect level

which dominates Lhe recombination traffic. Alternatively, this rnodel may

reveal a mechanism which initiat.es the transfer of holes frorn the class 2

states (above midgap) to the class 1 sLates (below midgap).

l^/e may sumrnarize t.his section by slating that many values of B are

possíble within this model, all of thern occurring in a consistent mannero

In the following section we sha1l analyze the observed PC intensíty data.

l^le analyze our data with our meLhod and Evangelistirs method (Evangelisti

et al, 1983) and determine how t.hese methods are useful for different

tenperaLure and light. intensity regirnes.
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4.2.2 Results and Discussion

Figure 4.6 shows the photoconductivity (PC) as a function of líght.

intensity for sample 9.06. Most of the data has been approximated by

using the straight lines. At lower intensities h¡e observe Þ<0"50' but at

higher intensities a changeover occurs, and Lhen pJO'36' l'Ie would expecL

thaL the change in the value of p would be dependent on temperature if the

effect is due to Lhe position of the Fermi leve1, however this behaviour

is not observed. The cause of the changeover may be that the rate of

recombinaLion depends al-so on the electron density. In Figure 4.7 (a and

b) are shown similar data, observed for sarnple 13H. At low j-ntensities

there is a region with p<0.5, and at t.he Lemperalures near 300 K we have

p)1 for low intensities"

hle have analyzed t.his data using Lwo methods, and have obtained the

density of states distribution for energies from Erpto 0.25eV below E", as

shown in Figure 4.8. Clear1-y, t,here is a substantial difference between

these two methods. lihereas Evangelistifs meLhod (Evangelisti et al, 1983)

obLains a minimurn in the density of states (DOS) for both sanples, we only

observe that the dÍstribution becomes uniform at energies closer to 8".

Our ¡nethod is not sensitive to a ninimum in the density of states, because

we do not observe a consÍstent value of B)1. However' our method could be

sensitive to the minimum if we knew the absol-ute value of the density of

states aL some point in the gap. For instance, if we assume that

Nc= 10'o/.3, und if we assume that g(E¡o)=10tu/.^t, then we can adjust
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our curves so thaL they fit these two values. I^Je need nore complete data

to perform Lhís adjustmenL with any accuracy.

In sunmary¡ vrê have proposed a ner+ method of analysis for Lhe lighL

intensity dependence of the photoconductivity. The original result due Lo

Rose (1963) has been reproduced. However, we have shown Lhat iL is also

useful for analyzing the values B<0.5 and B)1.0" I,tie have also shown that

the distribution of slates below the level- E ro also affect the behaviour

of the photoconductivity. Further improvemenls to this theory would

ínclude the thermally generated carriers. Also, we mention that the

approach we have presented is easily adapted for conputer iteration, which

will yield greater accuracy.

4.3 The Low Teroperature Photoconductivitv Maximum

In this secLion, we explain how the low Lenperature

photoconductivity (PC) maximum can occur because of the strucLure of the

localized gap state distribution. This analysis is new, in that iL

indicates how the tftransferrt of holes from the sLates above Eaoto the

slates below Ero is initiaLed. If the charge neutralíty condition is

dominated by trapped charge the maximu¡n will nol occur. In t.he following

we review the relevant theory of thÍs behaviour (Rose, 1963; Vanier et al,

1981) , and shor.' how our neur approach rrf its inrr with Lhis behavi our. l^le

then present our experimental results, and deternine sone characteristics

of Lhe l-ocalized gap state distribution.
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The tenperature dependence of the phoLoconductivity (PC) often

exhibits a rnaximum value in Lhe temperature range of 28O K to 100 K

(Vanier et a1, 1981; Griffith et al, 1981; Persans' 1982). The

temperaLure at which the maximun occurs shifts with lighL intensiLy, and

usually a well-defined activation energy can be identifÍed with this

shift. To analyze this behaviour, the following model has been proposed

(Rose, 1963), based on the density of states model shown in Figure 4.9.

The class I states are below midgap, and have a small electron capLure

cross-section. The class 2 states above midgap have a larger eleclron

capture cross-section, such Lhat %r, >> 5rr,. The hole capLure

cross-sections are equal. l,rle assume LhaL ó-rr, = 5-2p= Oro=1015 crn2, and

that f ,r, =10-19.*2. Also, vre assume tht Nl= N2, where N, and N, are the

densiLies of the class 1 and class 2 sLates, respectively. At room

temperature the class 2 states dominaLe the recornbination, and thus t.he

lifeLime is expressed as

-tr, = ((v 6n )pnz)

where v is the microscopic velocity and P*r t" the density of empty

reconbination centres in the class 2 states. We assune that Lhe class 2

population is determined by Lhe recombination kineLics, and so the density

of empty cenLres, based on the condition Rr= RO in steady-state, is (Rose,

1963)

(4.s0)

Pnz = Nz I
*f^n

n¿
lpzP

(4.s1)
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density of ernpty centres is dependent on the density of defect states

the ratio of free electrons to free holes, because 6 
-n= 

6^".n¿ p¿

If Lhe Lemperature is now decreased, but the light intensity is

maintained constant, ther¡ the PC will reach a minimum and then increases

to a maximum value" This occurs u" Efp, Lhe hole quasi Fermi level,

decreases below E1, thus changing the class 1 states from deep hole traps

t,o recombination centres, These class 1 staLes have a sma1l elecLron

capture cross-section, which means that all the states are essentially

empty. The value of the densÍty of empty recombinaLion cenLres for the

class 1 states is

PRt = Nt
(4 .52)

ì

I

J

eÇ
n

y hre

=16-19 cm2 and 5 =10-15.*2, we have
lpl
have (Rose, 1963)

Because the cross-secti

PnrlNi' BY charge neu

nR2 = PR1

where the filled class 2 states and the empLy class 1 sLates

l,Je know by assumption that the Lolal densiLies of Lhe states

and so nn2 I N2=Nl' The lifetime may now be expressed as

I"= ((vfrr)pnr) t (4.s4)

Therefore, the ratio of the maximum lífetime Lo the room temperature

lifetine is

(4.53)

are charged.

are equa1,

7 _10 -l 
q

nT = (10' l0 " N-) - = 5 x I0- seconds
- vn I'

rrt ,* ql-t
T

(4. ss)
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The lifetime has increased by almost six

analysis is based on the assumpti-on thaL

can be written as

orders of rnagnitude" This

the charge neutraliLY equaLion

nR2 = PRI

That is, we must neglecL trapped charge.

(4. s6)

As Lhe light intensity changes, the position of both the minimum and

the maximum shift to lower temperatures. The activation energy of this

shift is important because it enables the determination of the energy

1eve1 of the class 1 states, The acLivation energy of the PC naximum is

equal to the sum of Lhe acLivation energy of the mobility mechanism, l'ti,

and the activation energy of the reconbinatíon process. The reconbinatíon

process involves the excitation of the elecLrons from the electron Fermi

1evel Lo the conducLion band edge, because IiIe assume that only free

electrons are able to recombine with trapped ho1es. Hor.iever, the trapped

holes can recombine without any exciLation to the valence band, because r+e

assume nonomolecular recombination. Therefore, the activation energy of

the maximum can be written as (Vanier et a1, 1981)

Er-E.,=Irnu*-(E.-Ez)+l^J (4.57)

where Ef- \, is the position of the class 1 sLates below midgap. This

equation can also be used to ana\yze the daLa frorn naterials with a

continuous density of sLates, In this case the activation energy of the

minimurn yields the energy at which the class 1 distribution begins, and

the activation energy of the rnaximum locates the end of the class 1

distribuLion.
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For a-Si:H fi1ms, generally there are two sets of sLates at the

Ferrni level, and so if the class l states lie between_O"25eV to 0.50eV,

then there are at leasL three types of states in the gap. We believe that

the PC maxirnun can be expl-ained with only two types of continuous sLates'

and we present our analysis below.

In Figure 4.10 we show our model for a conLinuous distributíon of

gap sLates. There is a maximum and a ninimum above Lhe midgap. The toLal

number of states above and below t.he midgap are Lhe same, and the capLure

cross-sections have Lhe same values as before, which means 6,.r, = l0-19"*2,

and f^ =E =6: = 10 t5"*'
zn rp ¿p

At high temperatures, for a given light intensity, the Fermi levels

lie in the class 1 and class 2 states as shown. The recombination traffic

proceeds Lhrough Lhe class 2 sLates, because we choose %, O*r>> %rO*r'
The charge neutrality is written as

PRI= nt2 * nn2 (4. s8)

because we assume pg1))pa, for all tenperatures" This assunption is valid

because the density of empty states may be expressed.

Pnr=-,H

nave lnll fpl= 1o-4.

(4 
" 5e)

where we
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As t.he temperature decreases, the Fermi levels spread out from

midgap, converLing more of the class 1 and class 2 into reconbination

centres" The class 2 states above the midgap r+il1 not be completely

filled with elecLrons, because Çn2/ e 
= 

l, and so the lifeLime will be
p2

decreasing. \rlhen the elecLron Fermi level reaches the density of states

maximum, the density of trapped electrons begins decreasíng from íts

previous value. However, the density of the posiLive charge continues

increasing, and so the value of nR2 nusL increase Lo compensate for Lhese

changes. Therefore, Lhe recombination rate decreases and the lifet.íme

increases, IL is this increasing lifetime that causes the PC minimum Lo

occur.

For further decreases in Lemperature Lhe elecLron Fermi leve1 will

eventually reach the density of sLates minimum, r¿hich is aL an energy of

0.25eV below 8". I^lhen this occurs, Lhe trapped elecLron charge will again

conLribute an increasing amount Lo the charge neutrality condition, and

therefore Lhe density of filled cenLres, nR2, can stop increasing" As the

temperature conLinues decreasing the lifetime will again decrease, due Lo

the added incorporation of class 2 states as recombination centres. This

anslysis has assumed that the class 2 states dominate t,he recombinatíon

traffic for all temperaLures"

Alternatively, it is possible that Lhe sLates below the midgap, Lhe

class 1 sLates, begin to doninate the reconbinaLion when EU' reaches the

naximum at 0.50eV below 8". For Ep' between 0"50eV and 0"25eV the
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recombination traffic will move increasíngly through Lhe class I centres

if Lheir density is larger Lhan Lhe density of the class 2 states. When

the ¡ninimum at 0.25eV below E" is reached, the fraction of the

reconbínation which proceeds through the class 1 states may reach a

constant value.

In Figure 4.11 we present our results of the PC response to

temperature. The activatíon energy of the minimun is 0.46eV and the

activation energy of the maximum is 0"2BeV. It can be seen that the slope

of the low temperaLure side of the maxirnum decreases as the light

intensity and Lemperature are reduced. The electron Fermi level is equal

to 0.46e1'l at the PC minirnun and- 0.28eV at the PC naximum, for all light

intensity levels. This value of Er' has been calculated using an

activated rnobility of

ID = Fo"*p (-l,i/kT) (4.60)

where W = 0.leV for tenperatures above - 2OO'K but decreases gradually

towards zero below 200'K.

According Lo the generally accepted theory,

class 1 states is estinated to be (Vanier eL a1,

E = 0"46 = 0"2 + 0"1 = 0.36eV
lmin

E = 0"28 - 0"2 + 0.1 = 0.1BeV
lmax

and therefore the distribution of class 1 states

above E-- and extend up to 0.36eV above E--" This-v ---- - -

distribution of states for an amorphous film"

Lhe energy range of the

1981 )

( 4.61)

(4 "62)

r+ould begin at.-0.18eV

is noL a very broad
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Based on our analysis' lJe can say

ÐS at 0"46eV below E. and a mi.nimum ín

and thaL the density of class 1 states

towards t,he valence band edge"

that there is a maximum in the gaP

the gap DOS at 0.28eV belor+ E ,
c

increases as Lhe Etolevel moves

In summary, the occurrence of the low temperaLure PC maximum can be

attributed to the presence of a naximum and mini-mum ín the density of

states above rnidgap. Clearly, further improvements to this theory are

possible, such as a rnathematical expression Lo correlate the density of

states to the forrn of the PC temperalure response. These improvemenLs are

being aLtended to presentlY.
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CIIAPTER 5: CONCLUSI0NS

Frorn Lhe analysis that has been presenLed in chapLers three and four

we can make the following conclusions. Firstly, the orientation and

position of the samples during deposition are very imporLant for the

struclure of the film. This is revealed in section 4.1, where the samples

9.06 and 9.08 display drastically differenL properLies, although they are

prepared under the sane conditions. The only difference is their position

in the chamber. Also, samples 13H and 13V are different only in their

orienLation, one being vertical and the other horizontal.

Secondly, it is cl-ear Lhat the size of Lhe microcrysLallites depends

on the value of the nagnetic field. As we11, it is possible that the 2OA

microcrystallite size is preferentially grohtn near the ECR condition. The

influence of the deposition parameters on the filn characterÍstics wi1L,

of course, be a subject of continuing sLudy.

Thirdly, sectÍons 4"2 and 4.3 enable us to find the position of the

rnaximum and minimum above the equil-Íbriun Fermi level. For sample 9.06

Lhe maxima is located at 0"46eV below E 
" 

and the minimum is located

0.28eV below E . This sLrucLure in the states above the midgap has been
c

shown to lead to a low temperature PC naximum.

FourLhly, r*e have shown Lhat a new interpreLation of ttre PC

intensity dependence is possible" This analysis method involves using the
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charge neutrality and two sets of conLinuous sLates in the gap. One

distribution of sLates is above the Ferni leve1 and the other is belor+ Lhe

Fermi level. We have shown that all of the values of p can be analyzed

using these equations"

0vera11, therefore, it is possible to measure the distribution of

the gap states using the PC intensity response and the PC Lenperature

response, ín the temperature range of 350'K to 10óK.
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APPENDIX

Here we review t'he preparation conditions used for Lhese films, and

presentthenecessaryinformationabouttheexperimentalapparatusand

¡nethods. The review of these methods is informal, and hopefully future

experimental mistakes can be avoided by Lhese notes'

41. Deposition Conditions

ThefabricationSystemconsistsofawaveguidesuitablefor

microwave propagation, an oscillator at a frequency of 2"45 GHz' a gas

delivery system, and two axially oriented solenoíds which develops a

nagnetic field of up to I KGauss. This magnetic field is used to confine

the plasma and control the energy of the electrons. The fabrication

facility has been reviewed in previous reports (Mejia et al , 1982; 1986) '

The deposition conditions \{ere essentailly constant for all the

filns from run 10 to run 13, with the exception of the nagnetic field"

The magnetic field is allowed to vary from low values, r+hich are belor+

electron cycloLron resonance (ECR), to high values above ECR' l^Je also

observe that the microwave power absorbed by the plasma changes for these

runs, This variation coul-d not be avoided, but r,¡e expect that the affect

of this change is small. For run 9, the temperature of the substrate has

been increased to 200 c. Thís is shown by the crystalliLe size values'
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42. Experimental Procedure

PC Spectral Response - lle used a tungsten filanent, and selecLed

wavelengLhs with a monochrornater. trtle did not achieve good collirnating of

the light beam in our seLup, so thÍs can be an improvenent in future

work. A variac may be connecLed to the light source, so that a constant

intensity or photon flux may be naintained. For wavelengLhs above 750 nm'

a long-pass filter must be used, so Lhat the second order modes from the

diffractÍon gratings do noL cause errors.

There is some speculation that illumination of Lhe contact.s r.¡iIl

also affect the photocurrent, and Lhus cause errors unless accounted for.

I^Je did not find this to be a problem. To effectively exclude conLact

effects we could either mask the conLacts with paint or adjust Lhe light

spoL size wiLh a l-ens. Itle have noL found paint t.o be useful, and the lens

is easy Lo use only for well controlled (ie. collimat.ed) beams. hle

managed to rneasure the PC with and r+ithout illuminated contacLs, and found

that there are no differences"

PC Temperature Dependence - We use the cryogenic unit, which controls the

temperature from 16 K'to 380'K. The choice of elecLric field is

important, as we donlt wanL to decrease the temperature and enter into a

space-charge regime. Also, !¡e neasured the PC for boLh increasing and

decreasing ternperaLure, and therefore eliminated the possibility of

therrnally stimulated affects.
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PC Intensitv Dependence - The intensity dependence of the PC is easily

measured by using neutral densiLy filters. The dark conducLiviLy must be

subLracted from the photoconductivity, and for Lhe lower Íntensities and

lor+er tenperatures there is an increase in Lhe t.ime required to reach

sLeady-state. Therefore, more time is allowed for the PC to reach sLeady

state.
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